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CHAPTER V  

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

After analyzing the data the researcher makes conclusion from this 

research.Every slang word have own meaning. Slang word is the 

formality of language in different situation, but mostly it used in informal 

situation, so the singers often used slang in their songs. Slang in song 

lyrics is also form of communication, the singer can deliver the message 

to the listeners.  

 

5.1.1 Types of slang words that use by Bruno Mars lyrics of song 

 

In types of slang the researcher can conclude that the researcher 

analyzed this study based on George Yule book 2010 types of slang and 

there is twelve types of slang. But in Bruno Mars song the researcher just 

found five slang words in the lyrics it is Blending, clipping, coinage, 

acronym and Borrowing. The examples slang word that the researcher 

found in this research is, Ain’t ( are not), cus (because) Shoulda( should 

have), Yo’ll ( you all), till (until), gimme ( give+me) and others.The 

researcher used descriptive qualitative anlysis because this method used 

analyzing, discussing and finding the slang words. 

This research was used word or phrase in analysis rather than 

numeral number that is why this study use descriptive. For answering the 

statement problem number one the researcher use this method. After 

analyzed the data the researcher can conclude the total of blending (66%), 

clipping(93%), acronym(26%), coinage (53%) and borrowing(6,6%). 
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5.1.2 Dominat slang word used of Bruno Mars lyrics of song 

 

The most dominat song that the researcher found in The Lazy Song, 

and the most dominant slang word in Bruno Mars lyrics is clipping, 

because clipping occur when a word or more than one syllable is reduced 

to a shorter from. In the research, the clipping word that mostly appear in 

the lyrics is word ”cause” or ”cuz”. For example a lyrics cause is “cause 

today I’m swear I’m not doing anything”.The term ”cause” or ”cuz” is 

considered as a clipped word because originally is comes from 

word ”because” which is reduced to shorter from”cuz”,  

 

5.2 Suggestion 

 

Slang is interesting to learn and analyze especially in songs lyrics. 

Slang become a part of daily conversation. Nowdays people prefer to use 

slang in conversation especially for young people. Slang words also have 

a positive impact that with the slang people, especially teenagers become 

more creative. 

The researcher suggest to anyone who interest in hearing Bruno 

Mars’s songs that this analyze can help them to understand the meaning 

of slang in Brno Mars’s songs. 

The next suggestion is for those who are interest to have a further 

research in slang, it is suggested to observe a different media, not only 

using song lyric but it can between adults and chinldrens, friends or 

others. So it can show different result. 
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